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DOWN MEMORY LANE
RURAL REMINISCENCES OF A DEVON COUNTRYMAN 
Trevor Beer

“My interest in wildlife and the countryside began at a very early age of five or six years young,
partly from wanderings on Sunday walks with my parents and younger brother in the lanes, fields
and woods, and peaceful back then, roads around the market town of Barnstaple in Devon,
where I was born.”

So begin Trevor Beer’s reminiscences as boy and man in the countryside, a full and happy life
spanning many years spent wandering fields, lanes, rivers and woods in the Westcountry and
farther afield.

Naturalist, nature writer, wildlife conservationist and artist Trevor Beer explores both the
humorous and the serious side of his country years. This is a book for all ages, with stories from
the 1940s through to the present day, of times spent nature watching and all that goes with that
joyous pursuit.

Trevor Beer’s ‘Nature Watch’ column in the Western Morning News, the Westcountry’s award-
winning newspaper, is now in its fifteenth year of a six days per week series. A daily column much
loved by its readers not only in the region but all over the UK.

TTrreevvoorr BBeeeerr, author and naturalist, is known to thousands as a result of his
regular Nature Watch column in the Western Morning News, from which his
first book took its title. From his home in Barnstaple Trevor has devoted much
of his life exploring the natural history of North Devon, working tirelessly for
the conservation and protection of the flora and fauna of the region he has
come to know so well. In 2002 he received the MBE for his contribution to
wildlife conservation.

Also available from Halsgrove: Trevor Beer’s Country Folklore and Legend and Trevor Beer’s Five Owls
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